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Ancient Greece
The Four Humours
Belief that the body contained four
important liquids.
If the humours were unbalanced, this
would make someone ill.
Doctors used this theory for 1000 years.
They carefully observed patients.

Progress?
The four humours theory was wrong.
But it encouraged Greeks to do everything in
moderation – eating and exercising.
And meant that doctors examined their patients.
They didn’t just blame the Gods for illness.

Hippocrates
Most famous Greek doctor.
Developed the theory of four humours.
Made his students swear an oath, to
give people confidence in their doctors.
They promised to do their best and to
keep patients’ information secret.
This Hippocratic Oath is still used today.

Alexandria
Greek doctors thought dissecting dead bodies was wrong.
Alexandria (in Egypt) became a centre of medical
knowledge, with university and library.
Collected works of doctors from India, China, Egypt and
Mesopotamia.
They allowed doctors to dissect bodies.
Greek doctor Herophilus worked there.
He discovered the brain controlled the body.
And, there was a difference between arteries and nerves.
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Ancient Rome
Galen
Treated gladiators.
They often had stab wounds and broken bones.
In AD162 Galen travelled from Greece to Rome.
Said doctors should observe their patients to work out what was wrong with them.
Developed the theory of the four humours.
Believed in using opposites.
If the symptom was too much phlegm, then the problem was caused by cold.
Therefore, the patient should take an ‘opposite’ treatment like fiery pepper to warm them up.
Galen dissected human bodies in Alexandria.
In Rome, he had to use animals.
Proved that the brain controlled speech and that arteries and veins carried blood.
Wrote 60 books.
His ideas were followed for over 1500 years, even though some were wrong.

Public Health
Romans weren’t so interested in what caused disease.
But they did lots to help protect people from illness.
Fresh water to major towns, using aqueducts.
Sewers took away sewage from private houses and
public toilets.
Towns had public baths.
Public toilets were built in towns.

Impact on Britain
In AD43, Romans took over Britain.
They brought trained army doctors and set up army
hospitals in big towns.
Wider range of plants and herbs for making drugs.
Rich benefited (and sometimes their slaves).
Poor still suffered.
Lots of children still died in infancy.
Unusual for a poor person to live beyond fifty years old.
Terrible plagues.
Women often died in child birth.
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Christianity and Early Medicine

Doctors and Hospitals
700 hospitals in England.
Many run by monks and nuns – not doctors.
Strict diet and prayer.
Financed by church.
Bedlam hospital in London was for mental illness.
Lazar houses treated leprosy.

Beliefs







Should follow Jesus’ example and heal the sick.
Illnesses came from God as a punishment
Curing illness is challenging God.
Care not cure.
Prayers to God were most important treatment.
People went on pilgrimages to shrines, to pray for
good health.
 Followed ideas of Hippocrates and Galen.

Did Christianity Help?
The Church controlled universities.
Medicine was the second subject studied, after
religion.
Taught medical ideas of Greeks and Romans.
Liked Galen’s books because it fit with the idea of
one God.
So hard to challenge Galen’s ideas without
challenging the Church.
13th century monk Roger Bacon was arrested for
saying doctors should do original research.
Church thought doctors were to give comfort.
To help families prepare for deaths.
Pilgrimage = a special journey to a place of religious
importance
Shrine = a holy place
Leprosy = contagious disease, causes deformities
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Islam and Early Medicine
Beliefs
Encouraged medical learning.
For every disease, Allah had provided a cure.
Baghdad was a centre for translating Greek
manuscripts.
The world’s largest library.
Preserved hundreds of books by Hippocrates
and Galen.

Hospitals
First hospitals were for mental illnesses.
Baghdad hospital had a medical school and
library.
Bimaristans – hospitals in cities to provide
medical care for everyone.
Doctors were in charge.
Trained medical students.

Did Islam Help?
Ideas spread through trade routes.
Doctor Al Razi wrote 150 books.
Said doctors should observe patients carefully.
One was called ‘Doubts About Galen.’
Ibn Sina wrote about medical properties of
different drugs.
Wrote about anorexia and obesity.
His ‘Canon of Medicine’ became standard
European medical textbook until 1600s.
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Medieval Doctors
Doctors
Concentrated on pulse rate and urine (colour, smell and
taste).
Prescribed natural medicines – plants, spices, oils, wines.
Bloodletting was common – used leeches or cutting to
remove blood.
Many medicines made people vomit or go to the toilet.
Combined with prayers, charms and astrology.
Medieval doctors still followed ideas of four humours.
Seven years to train to be a doctor.
Mostly from lectures, very little contact with patients.
Very expensive to use ‘proper’ doctors.

Barber Surgeons
Most surgeons were barbers who also did small
operations.
Bloodletting, pulling teeth, amputating limbs.
Many learned on the battlefield.
Trepanning – drilling a hole in the head to let demons
out (to cure headaches and epilepsy).
Early anaesthetics were hemlock, opium and mandrake
root.
Overdoses would kill the patient.
Cauterisation – burning the wound to stop it bleeding.
Operations were a last resort – really painful and
dangerous.

Wise Women
Herbal remedies, first aid and supernatural cures.
Traditional remedies, in local villages.
Much cheaper than ‘proper’ doctors.
In markets and fairs, wise women could pull teeth,
mend dislocated limbs and set fractures.
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Medieval Towns
Water
Medieval towns were built near rivers.
For drinking water, cooking, washing and transport.
Some towns still used Roman aqueducts.
Exeter and London used wood and lead pipes.
Butchers dumped blood and guts in rivers.
Leather tanners poured left over chemicals into rivers.

Toilets
Some threw their toilet waste into the street.
Others threw it in the river.
Privy – toilet in a small shed outside the building.
Most towns and some private houses had privies.
Cesspits underneath stored the sewage.
Gong farmers dug out the cesspits each year.

Streets
Often muddy.
Open drains in the middle of streets.
Privy cesspits overflowed when it rained.

Cleaning Up
People thought disease was spread by bad air.
So they wanted to remove bad smells.
Town councils didn’t want to raise taxes to clean up.
But they passed some new laws.
Public latrines (toilets) built in York.
Glamorgan – nobody to throw waste into the streets.
Large animals have to be killed outside city walls in London.
In London, locals who use their stream for rubbish have to pay a
fee each year to have it cleaned.
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Monasteries

What and Where?
Christian centres of religion.
Monks prayed to God.
Usually in the countryside.
Away from towns.
Kept them safe from plague.
People gave them money, to
say prayers for them.
Owned lots of land.

Toilets
Waste collected in a pit.
Dug out and used for manure.
Diverted river water through
them to clean them.

Water
Built near rivers.
Pure water for their kitchens,
bakeries, and brew houses.
Pipes to deliver water to wash basins.
Filtering systems to remove dirt.

Being clean
“Cleanliness is next to Godliness.”
Many had a bath once a month.
Clothes, hands, faces and feet washed
regularly.
Lavatorium – room for washing.

Education
Monks were well educated and disciplined.
Medical books in their libraries.
Monks trained in use of herbs for healing.
Infirmaries – rooms for looking after the
sick – monks and local people.
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Black Death 1348
What Was It?
 Several outbreaks throughout 1300s-1600s.
 A mixture of bubonic and pneumonic plague.
 Bubonic Plague:
o Spread by fleas.
o Buboes (lumps) on groin, neck and armpits.
o High fever and vomiting.
 Pneumonic Plague:
 Infected lungs
 Fever and coughing
 Spread by contact with victim’s breath or blood.

What Did People Think
Caused It?
Position of stars and planets.
Bad air.
Jewish people poisoned wells.
God punishing people for their
sins.

Why Spread So Quickly?
Poor people too weak to fight disease.
Crowded ports and towns.
People didn’t know about contagious diseases.
Dirty towns.
Dead bodies buried in shallow graves – animals dug
them up.
People disposing of dead bodies didn’t protect
themselves.

How Did People Deal
With It?
 Drinking mercury.
 Shaving a chicken and
strapping it to the buboes.
 Infected people boarded up in
their homes.
 Whipped themselves, to show
God they were sorry.

Impact
Killed a third of the population – many were peasants.
Food not harvested – starvation in some areas.
Price of food went up – because there wasn’t much around.
Village animals escaped.
Whole villages died.
Many lords started sheep farming as it needed fewer workers.
Peasants demanded higher wages as there weren’t many of them.
Government introduced a wage cap.
Persecution of beggars, lepers and foreigners who were blamed for the disease.
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Renaissance
What Was It?
Years 1400-1700.
Rebirth of learning.
Education in art, music, science and literature.
Scientists experimented.
Doctors tried new treatments.
Artists made more realistic paintings.
People questioned the Church and old methods.

New Inventions
Printing Press – books no longer had to be
copied by hand. Lots more people could write
and read new ideas.
Gunpowder – injured soldiers, doctors had to
find new ways to treat new wounds.

New Lands
Traders explored new lands, better maps.
Discovery of the Americas in 1400s.
New foods and medicines.

Medieval Drawing

Renaissance Drawing
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Vesalius
Who Was He?

Questioning Galen

Professor of Surgery at Padua University.

Through dissections, he found out that
Galen was wrong.
Galen’s ideas had been based on
animal dissections.

Did his own dissections.

Anatomy = structure of the body

Fabric of the Human Body

Impact of Vesalius

Vesalius’ book.
Illustrations accurate.

Showed skeleton, muscles, nerves, veins,
digestion and reproduction.

Compendiosa was a book with all of
Vesalius’ pictures.
Used in England by barber surgeons.
Encouraged others to question Galen’s
ideas.
Didn’t lead directly to any cures.
Basis for better treatment in future.
Showed others how to do proper
dissections.
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Pare
Gunshot Wounds
Pare worked as a French army surgeon.
Treated wounds with cream.
Patients were soothed and slept well.
Wrote a book about treating wounds, 1545.
Made false limbs for soldiers who had theirs
amputated.

Bleeding
Used ligatures in amputations – to tie up
the ends of blood vessels.
Instead of cauterising (burning the
wound).
Ligatures took a long time, and this
increased the threat of infection.
So his methods didn’t always work.

How Did He Help?
Translated Vesalius’ work from
Latin to French.
Wrote a book ‘Works on Surgery.’
Influenced Elizabeth I’s surgeon.
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Harvey
Galen Had Said…
New blood was made in the liver.
Blood was used as a fuel by the body.
Blood moved from one side of the heart
to the other, through invisible holes.

Wrong
Harvey Said…
Blood can only travel one way
around the body.

But…

Harvey’s Contribution Helped Develop…
Blood tests – to help diagnose diabetes, heart,
kidney and liver disease.
Blood transfusions.
Heart transplants.

But…
This was long term impact, not straight away.
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He was challenging Galen.
And, he couldn’t explain why
blood in arteries and veins
was a different colour.
Or why blood circulated
around the body.
Doctors didn’t believe him.
Called him a quack.

Trained hundreds
of other surgeons.
Set up training
hospitals.
Surgeon to King
George III.
Surgeon-General
to the army

Studied blood flow
by inflating blood
vessels with wax.

Hunter

Had 3000 stuffed or dried
animals, plants, fossils,
diseased organs and
other body parts.

Published books
on teeth, venereal
disease, gunshot
wounds

Through dissections,
he made discoveries
about cancer,
disease, infections
and blood
circulation.

Injected himself with
gonorrhoea as part of
an experiment.

Treated an aneurysm
(big lump) by cutting
off its blood supply.
Saved the man’s leg.
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Hospitals and Treating Illnesses
Hospitals in 1700s
Hospitals were set up and funded by rich individuals.
Doctors were trained at attached medical schools.
Different wards for different diseases.
Treatment still based on bleeding and purging.
Ordinary people were treated for free.
Some hospitals gave out free medicines.
20,000 patients a year in London hospitals.
People started thinking illnesses could be cured, and
weren’t a punishment from God.

Types of Hospital
Bethlem and St Luke’s in London for mental
illnesses.
Lock Hospital for venereal diseases.
Maternity hospitals.
Foundling Hospital set up for poor and sick children
(1741).
And provided some education.

Treatments for Ordinary People
Apothecaries = no medical training, sold medicines and
potions.
Quacks = travelling salesmen, sold medicine

Problem

Treatment

Malaria
Scurvy
Anaesthetic
Toothache and plague

Bark of cinchona tree
Lemons and limes
Opium
Tbacco
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The Great Plague
What Caused It?
Some people thought it was:
Punishment from God for their sins.
Planets.
Bad air.
Real cause was fleas that lived on rats.
Lots of rats because towns were dirty.

Stopping the Spread of Disease
Women searchers identified people with
plague.
Locked them in their houses.
Red cross painted on their doors.
Dead bodies were carted out of city at
night – fewer people around to infect.
Lit fires in streets to remove poisons in
the air.
Each homeowner to sweep the streets
near their house.
Pigs, dogs and cats weren’t allowed in
the streets.
Plays and games which would attract
crowds, were banned.
Trade between infected towns was
banned.
Border with Scotland was closed.

Treatments
Leeches to bleed patients.
Smoking, to keep away bad air.
Sponges soaked in vinegar, to smell.
Frogs, snakes and scorpions to draw
out the poison.
Move to countryside to avoid it.

How Did It End?
Rats developed more resistance to
the disease.
So their fleas didn’t need to use
human hosts.
Quarantine laws after 1666 stopped
diseases coming into the country
from ships.
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Edward Jenner
Inoculation
Scratched pus from a smallpox victim and put it on the healthy person’s skin.
This gave them a mild dose of the disease.
Their body could build up resistance to the disease.
Very expensive.
Dangerous – could give people an overdose.

Cowpox
Milkmaids who caught cowpox were immune from smallpox.
Jenner injected cowpox into an 8 year old boy.
Then exposed him to smallpox.
It worked – the boy was immune.
He tried this out another 16 times, and was successful.

Opposition and Support
Jenner published his works in 1798.
But couldn’t explain how vaccination worked.
Doctors were making money from inoculations, so didn’t want to change.
But, the royal family were vaccinated.
Parliament gave him £10,000 for his research.

Impact
By 1800s, doctors in Europe and America were using vaccinations.
1853, British government made smallpox vaccination compulsory.
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Louis Pasteur
Germ Theory
Investigated why wine and beer went sour.
Swan necked flask experiment – if air was
kept out of the flask, the contents didn’t
go off.
Showed that heat killed microbes.
Bacteria from outside the body was the
cause of infection.

Diseases
Investigated chicken cholera.
Injected chickens with a small dose of the
disease – made them immune.
Developed vaccine against anthrax.
Vaccine for rabies.
Proved the rabies vaccine worked on
humans.

French Government
Pasteur was French.
Rivalry between him and Koch (who was
German).
The 1871 war between Germany and
France encouraged those governments to
support medical research.
Armies could lose more men to diseases
than bullets.
Defeating diseases could have a big
impact on the battlefield.
French government paid for a laboratory
and team of scientists to support Pasteur.

Vaccination = injections which stimulates your immune system, to help fight off future illness.
Pasteurisation = the process of killing bacteria in liquid food such as milk and wine.
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Robert Koch
Microbes
Known as the founder of modern bacteriology.
Identified the bacteria which caused anthrax
and tuberculosis.
Stained microbes different colours.
Photographed microbes so other scientists
could study them.
Grew microbes on a plate of agar.

Impact
Worked with a team.
Trained many young scientists.
Identified specific germs responsible for typhoid,
pneumonia meningitis, plague and tetanus.
German government paid for a team of scientists
to support him.
News of his discoveries spread through scientific
articles and conferences.
Won Nobel Prize in 1905.

Key Terms
Bacteriology = the study of bacteria (germs).
Anthrax = disease that causes sores on the lungs.
Can kill humans and animals.
Agar = a seaweed extract.
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Antiseptic Surgery
Killing germs so they can’t infect wounds
Antiseptics like carbolic acid, sprayed around the
operating room.
Surgeons still operated in their ordinary clothes.
Often in big theatres so the public could watch.
Used bare hands, washed in antiseptic.
Bandages and ligatures soaked in antiseptic.

Aseptic Surgery
Excluding germs from the operating theatre, so they can’t
get near wounds
Gloves, masks and special clothing for surgeons.
Clean, smaller operating theatres.
Well sterilised instruments.
First British surgeon used rubber gloves in 1890s.
Showed people accepted Pasteur’s Germ Theory.
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Anaesthetics
Why So Important?

Nitrus Oxide










Many patients died from the
shock of operations.
Operations had to be quick.
More complicated procedures
couldn’t be carried out.




Discovered in 1795.
Also called laughing gas.
At first, used as a ‘party drug’ because it
made people light headed and silly.
First used by dentist Horace Wells in 1844.
It was too weak for big operations.

Ether






American dentist William Clark used it in 1842 while extracting teeth.
British surgeon Robert Liston used it during a leg amputation.
It was difficult to inhale.
Caused vomiting.
Flammable – problem because many operations were carried out in
houses, in front of open fires.

Chloroform





Discovered in 1847 by Scottish doctor James Simpson.
Different sized and aged patients needed different doses.
There were some early overdoses and patients died.
Queen Victoria used chloroform to help her in childbirth.

Opposition








Some surgeons were used to operating quickly.
A conscious patient could help surgeons tell if
something was going wrong.
Some army surgeons thought soldiers should
be brave and put up with the pain.
Religious opposition to stopping pain of
childbirth – it was seen as God’s will and
punishment for sin.
Anaesthetics made longer operations possible.
But, increased the risk of infection.

Other Anaesthetics
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Cocaine was the first local
anaesthetic – patient is
awake but the part of the
body being operated on
becomes numb.
But it is highly addictive.
PCP and ketamine were
used, but caused
hallucinations.
Anaesthetists now have to
pass exams.
Modern anaesthetics are
made up of over 100
different drugs – different
mixtures.

Towns in the Industrial Revolution
Towns
Grew quickly in early 1800s.
Lots of new factories, as part of the industrial
revolution.
Needed workers to operate the new machines.
Sheffield’s population grew from 12,000 in 1750
to 150,000 in 1850.

Water

Houses

Some water pumps – shared between many
families.
Most water from local river or pond.
Really dirty.
Used same water/ river for drinking,
cooking, washing, washing clothes.

Back to back houses.
So workers could live close to the factories.
Usually 5 people in one small room.

Disease

Cause

Description

Typhoid

Contaminated water or food.
Poor sanitation. Sewage got
into the drinking water supply.

Stomach pain,
headaches, fever,
diarrhoea, internal
bleeding.
Chest pain, coughing
blood.

Tuberculosis

Cholera

Germs passed in the air
through sneezing or coughing.
Spread fast in crowded areas.
Contaminated water or food.
Several cholera epidemics in
1800s.

Diarrhoea, vomiting,
dehydration.

Toilets
Few houses had toilets.
Some had a bucket in the corner of a room.
Emptied it in the street.
Some street toilets, to share for a whole row of
houses.
Hole in the ground with a wooden shed over it.
No rubbish collections, street cleaners or sewers.
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Cholera
Cholera Outbreaks
1831 outbreak killed 50,000 people.
More outbreaks in 1837 and 1838.
Nobody understood the need for clean water.

Chadwick Report
1839, government paid Chadwick to write a report about living
conditions and health of the poor.
10,000 copies were handed out to politicians, journalists and writers.
20,000 copies sold to the public.
Highlighted the need for cleaner streets and clean water.
Average life expectancy for a working class man in Leeds was 19.
It was double that in the countryside.
Showed the government would have to do something to help the poor.
He still didn’t really know what caused diseases.

1848 Public Health Act
Local town councils could spend money on cleaning up their towns.
Not compulsory.
Liverpool, Sunderland and Birmingham made big improvements.
By 1853, only 103 towns had set up their own Boards of Health.
Many people still didn’t like the idea of the government telling them
what to do.

Doctor John Snow
Proved the link between cholera and water supply.
Worked in Broad Street, London.
In 1854, 700 people in that street died from cholera within 10 days.
Found that all these people got their water from the Broad Street pump.
He removed the handle from the pump and nobody else died.
The water for the pump had been polluted by a nearby toilet.
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The Great Stink
Smelly
The summer of 1858 was hotter than usual.
The Thames smelled worse than ever.
Even parliament met somewhere away from the river.

Water Supply
By mid 1800s, many people had water piped into their
houses.
But the 6 water companies in London got their water
straight from the Thames.
Which was also where the sewage ran into.

New London Sewers
Bazalgette drew up plans for a sewer system for London.
Underground tunnels which would take the waste away from the city.
To stop if flowing into the Thames.
Cost £3m, built 83 miles of sewers, removed 420m gallons of sewage each day.
Employed 22,000 workers.
Finished in 1866.
Cholera never returned to London.

Public Health Reforms
Working class men were given the right to vote in 1867.
Pressure on the government to keep them happy, and clean up the towns.
1866 – Sanitary Act – local councils responsible for sewers, water and street cleaning.
1875 – Housing Act – councils demolish slums, people have to keep their houses clean.
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Penicillin
Key Terms
Staphylococcus = difficult to kill microbe which caused lots of illnesses.
Penicillin = world’s first antibiotic. Could kill staphylococcus.
Pharmaceutical companies = drugs companies.

Alexander Fleming
After WW1, he was looking for a better way to treat infected wounds.
1928, he went on holiday and left his experiments out.
Mould had grown on one of his petri dishes.
The staphylococcus germs next to the mould had been killed.
So it was an accidental discovery.
Fleming published his findings.
But he thought he had found a natural antiseptic.
Didn’t test it on animals or people.

Florey and Chain
Read Fleming’s article and asked the government for
funding for research.
They got £25.
Tested penicillin on 8 mice.
Then on policeman Albert Alexander.
He died, but only because they couldn’t produce
enough penicillin to fully treat him.

Second World War
1941, Florey went to America and got funding to make huge
amounts of penicillin.
By the end of the war, 250,000 soldiers were being treated.
15% of wounded British and American soldiers would have died
without it.

Pharmaceutical Industry
Led to growth of pharmaceutical industry – governments
sponsored companies to mass produce penicillin.
Glaxosmithkline, Beecham and Pfizer companies profited.
Today, pharmaceutical industry employs 80,000 people in the UK.
Worth £200b.
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Impact of War
Shell Shock
 Mental strain of war
caused psychological
damage.
 Panic attacks, some shook
all the time.
 Doctors considering mental
health as well as physical.
 Today, this is called PTSD.

Plastic Surgery
 Harold Gillies set up special
unit to graft skin.
 Treated severe facial
wounds.
 5,000 soldiers by 1921.
 First to consider
appearance when treating
wounds.

Blood Transfusions

X Rays

 Discovered blood groups.
 Found out transfusions only
worked if patient had same
blood type as donor.
 Blood still couldn’t be
stored for long.

 Discovered in 1895.
 To look for broken bones
and disease.
 Doctors didn’t have to cut
patients wide open to find
shrapnel.

Infection

Broken Bones

 Battlefields were dirty
places.
 Gangrene common.
 Cut away infected flesh.
 Washed in salty water.

 Army Leg Split elevated
and extended broken leg in
‘traction.’
 Still used today.

Preventing Progress
Doctors were taken away from their usual jobs, to work on the
front line.
Medical research stopped – all money went towards the war.
Towns, libraries and hospitals were destroyed.

Blood Transfusions

Heart Surgery

Diet

 National Blood Transfusion
Service set up 1938.
 Large blood banks set up
during the war.

 American surgeon Harken
cut open beating hearts to
remove bullets and
shrapnel.

 Shortage of food led to
rationing.
 People encouraged to grow
their own food.
 More fresh fruit and
vegetables - healthy.

Poverty
 One million children were
evacuated from towns to
countryside.
 Showed people how poor
they were.
 Government would have to
help.

Hygiene and Disease
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 Posters to encourage
people to stay healthy.
 So they could help Britain
in the war.
 Diphtheria injections.

Government and Health
The Boer War




1899, government needed more men to fight in
the Boer War (in Africa).
40 out of every 100 volunteers were unfit.
Government had a report written about health.

Booth and Rowntree Reports





30% of Londoners didn’t have enough money to eat properly.
Link between poverty and high death rate.
There might not be enough workers to keep the country strong.
People started thinking it was the government’s job to look after
the poor.

Children’s Health








1906, Free School Meals Act.
By 1914, over 158,000 children had free school meals.
But, that was no good during the holidays.
1907, school medical service set up.
1908, Young Person’s Act made children protected people.
Parents would be breaking the law if they neglected their children.
Special schools to teach young women about benefits of
breastfeeding, hygiene and childcare.

Poverty and Housing







National Insurance Act introduced unemployment
benefits, free medical treatment and sick pay.
Pensions were introduced.
First job centres set up.
Building back to back houses banned.
1918, each council had to provide health visitors.
Clinics for pregnant women and day nurseries.
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Welfare State and NHS
Before the Two World Wars
Vulnerable people had to rely on the
Salvation Army or their local church.
The poorest had to go to workhouses –
work for their food and accommodation.

Welfare State
Weekly family allowance to help with
childcare costs.
Very poor got benefits.
School leaving age raised to 15, to give
better education.
Twelve new towns created.
280,000 council houses built each year in
1950s.

After the Second World War
– Beveridge Report
Soldiers and civilians had suffered in the
war.
They wanted something better from life.
1942 Beveridge Report from the
government said people had a right to
be free from disease, and poor living
conditions.
Said the government should take care of
people ‘from the cradle to the grave.’
Labour party came into power,
promising to follow the Beveridge
Report’s suggestions.

National Health Service
(NHS)

Impact
Since the introduction of the NHS, life
expectancy has risen from 66 to 83 for
women.
From 64 to 79 for men.
Most people now pay for prescriptions,
but everything else is free.

Set up in 1948.
To provide health care for everyone.
Funded through taxes.
Doctors, hospitals, opticians, dentists
and ambulances are free.
Until 1948, 8m people had never been
to the doctors.

Current Pressures on the NHS
Long waiting lists.
Doctors and nurses are overworked and underpaid.
News stories of dirty wards, doctors strikes, not enough funding.
Modern drugs are really expensive.
Lots more old people, from the post war baby boom.
Health campaigns to encourage healthy eating (5 a day), stop smoking (stop-tober), stop
drinking (go sober for October).
This would ease the burden on the NHS.
Government thinking of introducing a sugar tax.
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Development of Drugs and Treatment
Surgery
Improved anaesthetics = more
complicated surgery was possible.
Better antiseptics = cut chances of
infections afterwards.
Keyhole surgery = operations
through small cuts.
Microsurgery = magnifying the area,
to rejoin nerves and blood vessels.

New Drugs
To help transplant patients, so their
bodies don’t reject their new organs.
Free vaccines for polio, diphtheria,
whooping cough, tetanus,
tuberculosis and rubella.

New Operations
1950, open heart surgery.
1996, Dolly the Sheep is the first
cloned animal.
2008, full face transplant.
Growing skin and organs in
laboratories.

New Technology
Radiotherapy is used to treat cancer.
The radiation kills cancer cells and shrinks
tumors.
First used for eye surgery in 1987.
To treat skin conditions, clear arteries and
control bleeding.
MRI scans to monitor brain activity.
IVF fertility treatments to help women
become pregnant, from 1978.
CAT scanners show 3D images of the body.
Hearing aids.

Why So Many Improvements in the Late 20th Century?
Government has taken responsibility for keeping people healthy.
Spend lots of money on research.
Healthy eating campaign in schools – no crisps or chocolate in vending machines, no
added sugar in drinks.
New idea spread through television and internet.
Television and radio adverts about smoking, alcohol, identifying cancer early.
New technology, especially with discovery of DNA.
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Exam Technique – How to Get Top Marks
This unit makes up half of paper two. You should spend 60 minutes
answering these four questions.

Question 1 – How Useful is the Source About…? (8 marks)
Example – How useful is the source about vaccinations?
 Useful knowledge. 2 or 3 examples
It is useful because it tells me things that are true, for example...
 Not useful knowledge, things missed out by the source. 2 or 3 examples.
It is not useful because it misses things out. For example…
 Useful provenance. 2 examples.
It is useful because of its provenance. It was made by...
 Not useful provenance. 2 examples.
The source is biased because…
 This is similar to the source question in your WW1 paper (Q2)
 How much? – half a page.
 How long? – 12 minutes.
Question 2 – Explain… (8 marks)
Example – Explain the significance of science in the development of medicine
in the 20th century.
 Two aspects, described and explained in detail
 Link to the question – think about consequences
 You could identify long term and short term consequences on medicine
 How much? – two thirds of a page
 How long? – 12 minutes

Question 3 – Compare ….with… In what ways are they similar? (8 marks)
Example – Compare the black death with the cholera epidemic. In what ways
were they similar?
 Two similarities, described and explained in detail
 OR, could be a differences question
 How much? – two thirds of a page.
 How long? – 12 minutes.
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Question 4 – Essay (16 marks)
Example – has science been the main factor in the development of penicillin?






Two factors
Each factor explained in detail – 5 facts.
Each factor linked to the question, with 3 explanations.
Conclusion – link the factors together – how are they related?
Make a decision about the most important factor.

 This is the same technique as your WW1 essay.
 How much? – two pages
 How long? – 24 minutes

Hints when dealing with Provenance
When – when was the source made? Was it made at the time of the event,
when feelings were heightened? What else was happening at this time which
might influence what the person thinks/ is saying?
Who – Who has made the source? Where is the author/ artist from? Does
their nationality/ position impact what they say or what they will admit to?
Why – Why has the source been made? Is it made to persuade someone to
do something, like join the army or oppose Germany? Is it an election speech
to encourage people to vote for someone? This will impact what the source
says and what it emphasises.
What – what type of source is it? If it is a cartoon it is made to make people
laugh so will make fun of people or events. If it is a speech it is made to
persuade people. Link this to what it is saying and explain why it is only
giving one point of view.
To get marks for provenance, you must link the provenance to content. The
purpose of the source impacts the content and you must explain how.
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Sample Answers
These answers are all worth full marks – they are annotated so you can see
where the marks were awarded.
Question 1
How useful is Source A to an historian studying public health problems in
industrial Britain? (8 marks)
Source A
Excerpts of conclusions of Chadwick’s 1842 report on the ‘Sanitary Conditions
of the Labouring Population of Great Britain.’

Disease is caused by bad air and these diseases are common all over the country.
The bad air is caused by rotting animals and vegetables, by damp and filth, and by
overcrowded houses. When these things are improved, the death rate goes down.
A medical officer should be appointed to take charge in each district.
More people are killed by filth and bad ventilation each year than are killed by wars.
People cannot develop clean habits until they have clean water.
The poor cost us too much; the rich pay to feed and clothe orphans. Money would be
saved if fewer parents died of disease. A healthier workforce would work harder too.
The poor conditions produce a population that doesn’t live long, is always short of
money, and is brutal and rough.

The source is useful because it is true that people thought diseases were
caused by bad air. Some called this a miasma, so if the air smelled bad,
there must be disease. It is also true that there were lots of overcrowded
houses during the industrial revolution. Many families lived in single rooms,
sometimes in the basement and often in back to back houses. These had
shared privies outside and families had to collect water from pumps in the
street. It is true that clean water was needed in order to stay healthy; dirty
water had led to cholera outbreaks in the cities.
However, the source does not say that some people had started to have
water pumped directly into their homes, and this made matters worse. The
water which came from the Thames was often dirty as it came from
downstream of the sewage which was pumped into the river. It also doesn’t
say that in 1831, 50,000 people had died from cholera. So many had died
that cemeteries had to be closed because they were too full and bodies had
started to poke through the ground’s surface. Finally, the source doesn’t tell
us that cholera was a relatively new disease for Britain, and was happening
because of overcrowding and poor sanitation.
The source was made by Chadwick in 1842. This was during the industrial
revolution and he had experienced the poor living conditions by investigating
first hand. This makes it useful. It is also good because he had been
commissioned by the government to write this report, and so had plenty of
money and support to carry out his investigations.
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However, the provenance also makes the source biased. Chadwick had been
employed to report on the poor conditions, and so will emphasise the negative
points. He blames the poor people for diseases, rather than the rich or the
government, who have given him this job. He also says something must be
done about the conditions, and is encouraging people to support this new
government role. It hadn’t interfered so much in people’s lives before and
Chadwick is keen to point out the reasons the government had to help people
from now on. 10,000 free copies of the report were handed out, to convince
people of the need to change living conditions.

Question 2
Explain the significance of Lister’s work for the development of medicine.
(8 marks)
Lister agreed with Pasteur’s germ theory, and thought this could explain the
problems of infection he had. He found that infections only happened when
the skin was broken, and the microbes could get in and start an infection. He
was one of the first doctors to realise the importance of antiseptics, and
encouraged other doctors to follow his ideas through a series of lectures in
1967. He also encouraged doctors to believe Pasteur’s ideas about germs.
Understanding that germs caused diseases was a huge break through which
other doctors were able to build on.
Lister used carbolic acid to kill bacteria in wounds. He sprayed it on the
surgeon’s hands, the wound and the instruments used in an operation. He
also soaked the bandages in diluted carbolic acid. With the use of antiseptics,
only 6 out of 40 people who had their leg amputated, died. Compared to 16
without antiseptics. His discovery of antiseptics and encouragement of their
use is still seen in medicine today. It is particularly important now that we
have much longer and more complicated operations because of improved
technology and developments in surgery. For example, open heart surgery
and organ transplants. Antiseptics help to keep wounds clean and mean
patients can recover properly.
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Question 3
Compare the Black Death in the 14th century with the Great Plague in the 17th
century. In what ways were they similar? (8 marks)
The Black Death and the Plague were similar because they both spread
quickly in crowded areas. Some doctors thought bad air was a cause. They
carried flowers and wore plague masks, whilst some burned fires in the street
to keep them clean and keep the air fresh. Some councils tried to quarantine
infected places but couldn’t always enforce this. They locked people in their
houses if they were ill, to make sure the disease didn’t spread.
The Black Death and Plague both had long term consequences. The Black
Death killed a third of the population and the Great Plague killed a quarter of
London’s population. This meant the peasants and workers who were left
could demand higher wages from their employers, as there was a shortage of
labour. This was such a problem after the Black Death that the king had to
demand that everyone went back to earning the same wages they had before
the plague.

Question 4
Has the role of the individual been the main factor in the development of
medicine in Britain since Medieval Times? (16 marks)
The role of the individual has been really important in developing medicine.
Vesalius was of the first doctors to question Galen’s four humours theory, and
help medicine to move on. His detailed drawings of anatomy and careful
dissections helped other doctors to make discoveries about the body,
including Harvey who was able to explain how the heart worked. Then
Jenner’s experiments with cow pox and small pox led to the discovery of
vaccines. Building on this, people are now entitled to free vaccinations
against rubella, tuberculosis, typhoid and whooping cough. This has stopped
these diseases spreading and in many areas of the world they have died out.
Pasteur’s germ theory and Lister’s promotion of antiseptics have both allowed
longer and more complicated operations, and helped modern doctors guard
against infection. Finally, Fleming’s discovery of penicillin (the first antibiotic)
has allowed infections to be treated much more effectively. It had a huge
impact in the Second World War, with 250,000 troops being treated with the
drug. Without the work of all these individuals, such discoveries would not
have been made, and medicine would have taken a lot longer to develop.
The development of technology has also helped medicine to develop since
medieval times. Improved anaesthetics, including the use of nitrus oxide,
ether and chloroform have meant more complicated surgery was possible.
Combined with better antiseptics, this has cut the chances of infections
afterwards. More modern technology includes keyhole surgery (operations
through small cuts) and microsurgery (magnifying the area, to rejoin nerves
and blood vessels). Radiotherapy is used to treat cancer, MRI scans monitor
brain activity and CAT scanners show 3D images of the body. Without these
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improvements, lots of operations would be impossible and many things would
have remained untreatable. However, lots of discoveries were down to
individuals, and this new technology was only able to be used because the
government funded it.
The role of the government has been the most important factor in developing
medicine. Even in medieval towns, local councils were trying to keep areas
clean and healthy. In 1371, London mayors prohibited the killing of large
animals inside the city walls. They also fined people for dumping waste in the
rivers and tried to encourage people not to throw their waste into the streets.
The government has also funded research, including giving Jenner £10,000 in
1802 to carry out further experiments into vaccines. It has encouraged drugs
companies to research new drugs and technology, and has taken
responsibility for the health of British people. Setting up the NHS in 1948,
shortly after the Second World War has enabled people to get free health
care, including seeing dentists and opticians. It has improved the health of
poor people and those who live in towns, especially compared to the industrial
revolution period. The government has run health campaigns on television
and radio, encouraging people to stop smoking and drinking, and to eat
healthily. Their recent campaign is focused on antibiotics, telling people not to
over-use these drugs, in case they become ineffective.
In conclusion, the most important reason in developing medicine has been the
government. It has funded research by individuals and technology, especially
in times of war, and has ultimately taken responsibility for keeping people
healthy. The work of individuals and discoveries of new technologies would
not have had such a huge impact on medicine if it hadn’t been supported by
government money, and intervention.
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